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Introduction
Santa Girl was stealth launched on November the 13th 2021 on the Binance smart chain
(BEP-20). Santa Girl quickly built a strong online community to support the future of Santa
Girl. With the dedicated devs and our community, we can make this the future of all
Christmas-related tokens.
Santa Girl project got inspiration from the successful Santa Coin which shattered the glass
ceiling with an amazing 80x within a very short period, Santa Girl being a generous cheerful
giver have decided to follow a proven code that will no doubt bring smiles into the face of
those who hold on to it.
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Tokenomics
Every Time you buy Santa Girl (SGIRL), you pay 15% tax through pancake swap. The 15% tax
helps pay a ton of features on our token and keeps everyone holding for the long term.

Marketing
5% of every transaction is sent to the marketing wallet to feed the best Christmas.
Token ever to reward our community and expand our exposure. We preferred 5% in
marketing because it gives much more marketing opportunity compared to other
tokens that generally have lower marketing tax.

Liquidity Pool
5% of every transaction is converted into liquidity for Pancake Swap. Pancake swap fixes the
low liquidity problems and keeps prices more stable. A liquidity pool always contains a pair of
tokens, which you can trade. Our contract sends 5% from every buy/sell transaction as Santa
Girl and $BNB into a liquidity pool.

Reflections
Earn automatic Santa Girl Tokens by holding your Santa Girl. You will receive the rewards
automatically in your wallet. 5% of every buy and sell transaction is automatically
redistributed to all token holders. This effectively means that the native reflection of Santa
Girl works in parallel with Stable Yield, generating a Compound Reflection effect and
exponentially increasing your holdings over time to reward the holders.
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Roadmap
Stage 1
❖ Launch
❖ Liquidity Locked
❖ Renounce Ownership
❖ First Promo

Stage 2
❖ Launch Website V1
❖ Coingecko Listing
❖ Aggressive Marketing
❖ Whitepaper V1

Stage 3
❖ CMC Listing
❖ Cretik Auidit

Stage 4
❖ Dapp Launch
❖ Season 1 NFT Launch
❖ NFT Marketplace
❖ Staking
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Stage 5
❖ TBD

Our Goal
Our aim is to mature more than a Christmas meme token and
get utility into the token by launching a Dapp (Decentralized
App) with staking, lotteries, NFT’s marketplace, and more in
the future.
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Our Core Values
Community
Santa Girl will be one of the biggest growing and most popular
communities in the BSC token space. We believe the
community is essential for our future of Santa Girl and that
the price of Santa girl is in the hands of the community.

Long Term
Santa Girl is here to stay. Santa Girl isn’t just a pump and
dump token. With a Liquidity lock of 3 years, this shows we
are in it for the long term. The decentralized community
encourages and embraces long term.
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